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Nature of innovation in the context of societal
challenges
Major societal problems are complex and systemic in nature; it is impossible to
solve them through individual product or service innovations only, but large scale
changes are required.
To find solutions, especially the three perspectives have been emphasised:
1)

Innovations needed are multiple in nature: technological and servicebased novelties are interlinked with broad social and systemic changes
(Harrisson et al., 2010; Djellal & Gallouj, 2010, 2013a; Rubalcaba et al.,
2013, Toivonen, 2015).

2)

Collaboration between multiple actors and stakeholders, representing
different sectors of society, is required. The complementarities and
synergies between public, private and third sector organisations are
essential (Windrum, 2013; Lévesque, 2013).

3)

Developing innovations and disseminating them requires understanding
about the whole socio-technical system, including the dynamics and
interplay between parts of the system (Geels, 2010; Geels & Schot,

In practical terms innovation consist
of…

Why evaluation matters?





Systematic evaluation has played a particularly important role in the context of
research, development and innovation (R&D&I). With the increased emphasis
on innovation activities as a source of economic growth, societal development
and wellbeing, a greater interest towards their evaluation has emerged
(Shapira & Kuhlmann, 2003).
Impact assessment has been a typical way to implement evaluation to provide
information for performance related steering and monitoring i.e. accountability
(Chelimsky, 1997; Rip, 2003).
Even though, developmental and learning oriented evaluation approaches
(Cousins & Earls, 1994; Fetterman, 2001; Patton, 1997, 2011) have emerged,
the requirement of accountability has been the major factor that have
influenced the development of evaluation culture

Challenges in traditional evaluation
culture


The current evaluation culture and practices are largely based on the linear inputoutput-outcome -thinking, which does not correspond to today’s complex
development processes and the multiple relationships between the contributing
actors (Arnold, 2004; Kuhlman, 2003; Patton, 2011; Rip, 2003).

•

Traditional evaluation includes several problems:
– Pursues indicators: simplifies the phenomena that emerge in cyclic, complex
and long-term processes and is incompatible with the modern view about the
emergence of innovations (Hansson 2006, Van der Knaap 2006; Cozzens and
Melkers 1997)
– Focuses on S&T-indicators: highly orients towards technological and
economical aspects of innovations
– Is atomistic: focuses on individual organizations or policies and overlooks the
fact that impacts are co-produced by several actors and emerge in a broader
context (Rip 2003)
– Looks backward: does not work as a guiding in the current society
characterized by rapid changes

’Servitization’ puts additional pressure to traditional
evaluation


Traditional evaluation approach has been criticized in service studies (e.g.
Djellal & Gallouj 2010, 2013; Sundbo 1998; Toivonen 2010; Rubalcaba et
al. 2013); increasing ‘servitization’ of society has put pressure to develop a
more advanced approach to evaluation:
– Specific nature of services relates especially to immateriality and
interactivity
– Service are also increasingly forming systemic wholes - especially the
most urgent problems in society cannot be solved via the development
of individual services, but service systems
– Traditional methods and indicators do not describe properly the
innovativeness, impacts and performance of services (Metcalfe &
Miles, 2000; Sundbo, 1998). More generally, they are not able to
capture their immaterial, interactive and systemic characteristics

Innovation and performance gap






Arguments have been rationalised and crystallised by the idea of innovation and
performance gap (Djellal & Gallouj 2010; 2013)

Innovation gap refers to the fact that traditional (economic) innovation measures basing on
industrialist and technologist definitions are not able to capture the reality of innovations produced
(e.g. innovations in services)
Traditional definition of performance is unable to recognize the “hidden performance” concerning
the social aspects of service and innovation (e.g. values like equality, ecological sustainability,
societal well-being, social innovation)

Towards new evaluation approaches
•

•

Consequently, new approaches and mechanisms to support the
innovation development, and related strategic planning and management
and governance have become necessary (e.g. Lévesque 2013, Hartley
2005, Smits & Kuhlmann 2004).
In practice, “plurality of methods” to develop traditional governance
approaches and evaluation are suggested as an answer; according to
them impacts should be assessed on the basis of a multidimensional
approach to take in to account the issues of social innovation, social
value, quality and reputation
– Evaluation as a strategy tool to support continuous development and
to ‘solve tomorrow’s problems’
– Participatory approaches to provide multiple voices to evaluation
– Broader definitions of innovations and performance to capture multifaceted nature of innovation

The three complementary perspectives to
evaluation
Innovation as a target of evaluation

Ingredients of a new evaluation
approach

Futures view

Innovation as ‘making something for tomorrow’

Foresight

Systems view

Diversification of innovations: technological,

Multi-criteria analysis

social, service and system innovations

Multi-layered and non-linear nature of

System dynamic modelling

innovation

Multi-actor view

Collaborative nature of innovation, social
innovations

Participatory practices; societal embedding

Contribution of the three perspectives

Multi-criteria framework
•

Multi-criteria framework (Djellal & Gallouj 2010, 2013) describes the multi-faceted
dimensions of service innovation and the importance of quality and societal value. It
analyses the benefit and outcomes of innovation by the perspective of different
“worlds of services” aiming to give insight to the different justification criteria of
different societal spheres by considering their different principles and values

A multi-criteria framework applied for the evaluation of an environmental data platform

(Hyytinen et al. 2014)

Benefits of multi-criteria framework

• To perceive and to make visible the societal goals of the service
innovations as well as their interactive nature relational and
responsible worlds are particularly important
• Impacts generated in the different worlds are often interdependent
and complementary to each other. Some factors in relational and
responsible worlds can be seen as a prerequisite to effects generated
from the viewpoint of technical and financial worlds. In other words
relational and responsible aspects are needed to generate long-term
technological and economic impacts.

Multi-actor framework
•

The interactive of services leads to emphasize the multi-actor perspective; it helps to
understand the complex interaction between policy makers (society), public and private
service providers as well as users of the services (citizens) and helps to evaluate the benefits
of the services from the different perspectives (Gallouj et al., 2013; Windrum and GarciaGoñi, 2008).

•

By integrating the actors’ perspective to the evaluation emphasis is on the subjective nature
of evaluation; evaluation criteria are always dependent
on actors’ specific values and interests
in a specific situation (cf. Giddens, 1987).

•

Interaction may be operationalized based
on the multi-agent framework
(Windrum and Garcia-Goñi, 2008)

A multi-actor framework applied for the evaluation of an environmental data platform

(Hyytinen et al. 2014)

Benefits of multi-actor framework
• Impacts and benefits are strongly related to the preferences and
values of actors. Both their goal and motivation to take part into cocreation is different and thus are the experienced impacts.
• From that perspective it is evident that there are contradictions
regarding the benefits of different actors. However, different goals and
preferences are in the most cases seen as complementarities which
enhances the co-creation.
• When considering the impacts crosswise from the perspective of
multiple actors and different worlds, possibility more diversified and
analytical picture of the generated or potential impacts. In addition
analysis makes visible that in many cases the impacts are strongly
interlinked and are systemic in nature

Questions to ponder

• Are these dimensions of evaluation too simple or
too fine-tuned?
• Which are the perspectives (actors) to be
considered in the evaluation of each dimensions?

